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One of the most over-used words in today’s society must 
be ‘Global Warming’, but do we truly understand the 
words or even consider the consequences in our day-
to-day lives.  It is defined as an average increase in the 
temperature of the atmosphere near the earth’s surface 
and in the troposphere, which can contribute to changes 
in global climate patterns. Global warming can occur 
from a variety of causes, both natural and human 
induced. In common usage, ‘global warming’ often 
refers to the warming that can occur as a result of 
increased emissions of greenhouse gases from human 
activities.
 
However the part that is influencing us on all levels must 
be, ‘Global warming refers to a slight but noticeable 
increase in temperature at the planetary scale. The 
results are not just merely warmer weather, but an 
erratic climate that, if left unchecked, could cause 
pervasive natural disasters and species extinction’.  In 
2012 alone, we have seen just such erratic climate 
behaviour. As seen in the pictures on the right, hail 
stones the size of cricket balls fell in the Gauteng area, 
not once, but several times, floods in the drought-
stricken Eastern Cape and severe snow storms in the 
Midlands of Kwa-Zulu Natal.  

When we think of erratic climate change we recall an incident last year.  We were in the process 
of underwriting a new client with our insurer.  The client had a holiday home/farm in the 
Midlands area which was surrounded by Sappi forests.  Understandably, the client needed 
“Spread of Fire” liability, which was arranged after various requirements by the insurer were 
met by the client.  The timing of this cover was important as we were aware that the month of 
August is generally a very high risk fire period.  As it turned out, fire was not the problem - but 
rather damage caused by snow, as seen below! 

The flooding in the Eastern Cape, which was up until this year a drought-stricken area, 
caused massive damage as well as loss of life and homes. 

Obviously these types of risk are difficult to manage for the average client, however to ensure 
that claims are managed effectively and smoothly, it is important that clients need to not only 
cover all their buildings but also ensure the value of the building and the contents are at the 
correct replacement value.

On a different note, a risk that clients can manage and take necessary steps to avoid 
completely is the ever-increasing car-jamming phenomenon.  Simply check your doors 
manually after locking it remotely, and before walking away from your vehicle.  The 
car-jamming incidents that our clients have been subjected to usually involve a quick 
stop at the garage for a cup of take-away coffee or a Spar run for bread and milk.  No 
matter how quick you think you are going to be, check the doors manually, regardless.

It is also that time of year that not only involves our Christmas shopping, but also that of the 
criminals of society as well.  House robberies are on the increase at the moment and we urge 
our clients to take another long hard look at the security in and around their homes.  One can 
easily be lulled into a false sense of security when no incidents have taken place recently.  Just 
take a moment and look at your home through the eyes of a burglar.  Check that your alarm 
is connected to your armed response company and ensure that all your sensors, beams and 
fence alerts are in good working order and have not been tampered with.  Test your response 
unit by pushing panic buttons or allowing your house alarm to go off.
  
Lastly, we in the Personal Lines Corner wish you a very merry Christmas and a prosperous New 
Year.  Travel safely during the festive season!  Remember there is no rush to your destination; 
your holiday starts the second the car is packed!

Insurance companies, assessors and suppliers have been run off their feet in the last 
couple of months in Gauteng alone, following the damage caused by the hail, not only 
on residential buildings but vehicles as well.  An example is one of our Hamtern clients 
who had to unfortunately wait nearly eight weeks for a VW windscreen as there were 
none available at the time.
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